Advanced HS ART

Q1 2017-18

Complete the 4 assignments listed below.
•
•
•
•
•

Drawings should fill the ENTIRE sketchbook page (points will be deducted for small
drawings.)
Include DETAILS (include textures & value, unless otherwise specified.)
Spend a minimum of 30 minutes on each assignment.
Each sketchbook assignment counts as a QUIZ grade!
Sketchbooks handed in late will be accepted but 30 points removed for lateness, 2 days
late will receive a "0".

This drawing is NOT
acceptable-too small,
no details, shows little
effort & does not fill
the page.
This will get very little
points-not passing!

SB#12: Bike Drawing

SB#12: Bike Drawing

Grading: Total 25 pts. Each
Size
0-5
Effort
0-10
Creativity
0-8
Label
0-2
25 pts.

This drawing is detailed, well drawn
& proportions are correct. It shows
good effort. It also fills up most of
the page. This would receive high
points.
This is what I expect your
drawings to look like!

YOU MUST LABEL EACH PICTURE at the top with the TITLE & DUE DATE (ex: SB #1: Contour Line 9/6/17)
DRAWINGS NEED TO BE FROM DIRECT OBSERVATION ie: you LOOKING at the objects!
NOT from memory, photos, or imagination. (EXCEPT where otherwise noted). Pay close attention to proportions-size relationships)!

SB #1: Contour Line: DUE Wed. Sept. 6th
Create a contour line (outline only) drawing of a 3 objects you have in your backpack or
purse. Choose objects that have interesting shapes. Examples of objects- calculator, open
wallet, glasses, opened make-up bottles/containers (lipstick, mascara, compact), iPhone
bricks with cable attached, any weird gadgets, etc. Group them together so they are slightly
overlapping. Draw accurately-check proportions/size relationships. Medium: 2B pencil
SB #2: Sea Shell Sketches: DUE Fri. Sept 15
Choose 3 sea shells from the shell bucket/tray. Place them close together so they are
slightly overlapping each other. (You may use your phone to take a picture of the
composition to work from at home. Draw the grouping of shells and render with
shading using colored pencils Medium: Colored Pencils
SB #3: Shoe: DUE Fri. Sept 22
Draw one of your shoes from your closet or the one that is on your foot right now. Try
to choose a shoe that you think is very interesting (ballet, boot, etc.) ADD FULL
SHADING Medium: Drawing pencils (2H-6B)
SB #4: Wild Animal: DUE Wed. Oct. 4th
Choose a wild animal. On your sketchbook page, lightly draw a Rule of Thirds grid-Paper is
divided into thirds both horizontally & vertically. Place the head of the animal so it is
positioned over one of the intersecting points. Draw accurately!
Medium: Drawing Pencils OR Colored Pencils
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